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INTRO
The purpose of this document is to provide a monthly summary of observed threats, vulnerabilities, and risks 
relevant to Cynet’s customers. Throughout this report, you will find detailed information regarding specific attack 
groups, campaigns, malware variants, etc., As well as the relevant sectors, industries, and infrastructures being 
targeted. The report is comprised of data and observations gathered from our internal sources, and it is focused 
mainly but not solely on sectors that comprise our customer base.
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Threat analysis: Danabot 

Introduction
Danabot is a sophisticated info stealer first discovered in 2018 by researchers from Proofpoint. Danabot is both 
offered as a Malware-as-a-service (MaaS) for affiliates and is being used by its creators, “TA547-Scully Spider”. 
Danabot is once again on the rise in the threat landscape after nearly seven months of being dormant. It appears 
to be a fourth evolution in recent attacks. 

Danabot Overview
Danabot is a MaaS, and while other stealers like Redline or Vidar offer their service to anyone via Telegram, Danabot 
seems to work with affiliate groups that have purchased the service via underground forums. Each affiliate has a 
unique ID number associated with their activity (as seen in the configuration below):

RedLine Telegram Channel

*Code on the compromised package

NPM disclosed on Nov 4th and 5th that two other packages have been compromised:

The code that is inserted into the compromised package seems highly similar to the UAParser code:

Upon investigating further, we have concluded that this is indeed Danabot.
This makes the latest Danabot campaign one of their most successful, with over 30 million weekly downloads. Who 
knows how many more packages have been compromised?

As seen in the diagram above, Danabot injects the malicious DLL into rundll32.exe via REGSVR. From there, it runs 
in memory and contacts the C2 for an additional payload - another malware, ransomware, or a Cobalt beacon.
Danabot stealer module is active on the system as well. Upon successfully gaining the host's email credentials, 
it will attempt to infect other victims via phishing email originating from the infected host, as well as replying to 
emails already in the host inbox, making the malicious attachment seems even less suspicious.

Danabot was first observed in 2018 targeting Australia. A second upgrade was seen targeting US-based companies. 
The third update included upgraded C2 capabilities. This is Danabot’s fourth upgrade with changes including a new 
downloader, different packet structure, and a Tor module encrypted to the main module (instead of relying on the 
C2 for download). This is only part of the upgraded abilities.

Danabot has been recently seen in several high-profile attacks, including the latest compromised UAParser package 
(seen in the last report).
The latter had over 8 million weekly downloads and was discovered by the creator of the package on Github. The 
compromised package included a crypto miner and a variant of Danabot:

REGSVR RUNDLL32

C2 Server

Stealer module

Data Exfiltration

Cobalt Beacon

Internal SpearphishingDLL

Cynet Protection and Recommendations
The Cynet Security Research team is currently working on implementing new rules aimed to detect and prevent
exploitation attempts of these vulnerabilities and is currently working on additional detections to increase the 
visibility around them.

The CyOps team monitors our customer's environments 24/7 and will be in contact in case any indicators of this 
vulnerability are detected in your environment.
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Emotet – Rise of the Phoenix 

Introduction
Ten months have passed since the global law enforcement campaign took down a massive part of Emotet’s infrastructure,
together with several arrests of its members (more information here).

Emotet is a banking trojan that became infamous around 2014. It is highly evasive, polymorphic (code is changing constantly), 
and one of the most effective malware campaigns to date with over 100k emails sent each day in its previous run.

While by itself Emotet can be highly dangerous, its operators would offer their services for sale, allowing any malware to 
be dropped on the infected host. Most notably, Emotet was used to deliver Qaqbot/Trickbot/Ransomware (Ryuk mostly). 

Current spread
While in the past Emotet was used to spread Trickbot, starting on November 14th we’ve witnessed the opposite – Trickbot 
has been spotted downloading a DLL to infected hosts that is in fact Emotet. Emotet uses Trickbot to infiltrate 
networks as part of its possible relaunched campaign. Due to the arrest of Emotet members, it’s unclear who is 
behind the new campaign. It is possible that it could be Wizard Spider (the creators of Trickbot) taking over and thus 
multiplying their effectiveness.

Emotet’s current C2 infrastructure can be seen here. It is being updated on a daily basis:

Emotet Overview
When statically analyzing the Emotet document we can see it contains Visual Basic macros code for execution

of customizable scripts in the background or hidden mode:

AutoExec (Document Close) – The VBA macros are executed when the word document is closed by the user:

The following process tree can be seen when dynamically executing the sample:

(Contains Base64 Strings for obfuscating the VBA macros code.)

In newer versions of Microsoft Word, macros are disabled by default for hardening security aspects. With “AutoExec” 
functionality VBA macros can be executed by enabling the default settings of the secure macros’ executions, and 
that’s why Emotet authors try to overcome this issue when loading a document. You can see an example below:

"You have to press Enable Editing and Enable Content buttons to preview this document"
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An obfuscated PowerShell command is executed via the malicious batch file that was dropped at
C:\programdata\gtdyu.bat via the malicious word macros:

PowerShell de-obfuscated command:

These commands will download a malicious DLL and execute the process with rundll32.exe from Syswow64, the DLL
will communicate with Emotet C2 servers.

The malicious DLL is communicating with Emotet C2 Servers as seen below:

Note that the C2 was previously used by Dridex. In the past Emotet has been used to drop Dridex (same as Trickbot
dropping Emotet currently).

In addition, Emotet implemented a persistency over the Registry keys:

This persistency will make sure that the malicious DLL will be saved over these registry keys that cause programs 
to run each time a user logs on.

File Dumped on the Disk – Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was dumped on the disk:

Attempt to Run – Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was loaded into memory:

While it is unclear who is behind the current Emotet campaign, it should not be overlooked, as previous campaigns 
only grew stronger from one to another.

More about Emotet and its previous campaigns could be found in the following articles by Cynet:

         Here We Go Again – A New Emotet Malware Observed by Cynet

         Emotet vs Trump – Deep Dive Analysis of a Killer Info-Stealer (cynet.com)

Mitre Attack-Navigator
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FBI Alerting HelloKitty/FiveHands Ransomware

Introduction
On October 28, 2021, the FBI shared information regarding Hello Kitty/FiveHands Ransomware. While already known 
(mostly) due to its high-profile attack against the gaming studio CD PROJEKT RED, the FBI has added an evolving 
extorsion technique that now includes DDOS attack for non-paying victims. 

HelloKitty/FiveHands/Death Ransomware Overview
While these are three separate ransomwares, they can all be linked to what is dubbed by Mandiant as “UNC2447”- a 
financially motivated group responsible for Death, FiveHands(Death rewrite), and probably HelloKitty.

UNC2447 is responsible for high-profile attacks like the aforementioned one on CD Projekt RED, South Africa’s port 
and rail company, and CEMIG (Companhia Energética de Minas Gerais), a Brazilian electric power company.

UNC2447 are known for handpicking their targets and matching the ransom price to the company’s revenue, thus 
making the price “reasonable” for the victim to consider.

And while it is probable that HelloKitty and Fivehands had their share of the nowadays common “Ransomware affiliates” 
program, it is believed that it was used by UNC2447 together with a backdoor malware named “SOMBRAT”, responsible 
for dropping ransomware payloads on affected hosts.

UNC2447 is known for its sophistication, use of recent vulnerabilities, and hard-to-detect exfiltration process.

HelloKitty samples have been observed changing file extensions to “.Kitty/.Crypt”, while sometimes no extension is 
added at all. Ransomware payload might be uploaded entirely to memory, thus avoiding some security solutions.

Non-paying customers’ data is being uploaded to Babuk’s new leak site, Payload.bin:

As mentioned in the FBI report, UNC2447 now also threatens to DDOS non-paying customers, making their public 
websites unavailable for use.

Ransom payment currency is negotiable. While threat actors prefer Monero, Bitcoin is also an option. 

The following BTC wallet is associated with HelloKitty, we can see that it has received over 32 BTC in total, equivalent 
to more than 2 million USD.

Babuk new Payload.bin Site
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Cynet 360 VS HelloKitty/Death/FiveHands
We would like to demonstrate Cynet’s effectiveness against said threats. Note that while the sample is taken from 
the HelloKitty sample, an alert was triggered for “Death”. This is due to the high similarity between the three threats – we 
could get the same result with FiveHands.

The process of downloading and moving the file on the system was done with the “Alert only” option, while the Ransomware 
memory pattern was set to Kill+Rename remediation.

The file was first downloaded to the host, triggering a “File dumped on disk” Alert:

Attempt to Run – Cynet’s AV/AI engine detects a malicious file that was loaded into memory:

Malicious binary – Cynet detects a file that is flagged as malicious in Cynet’s EPS (endpoint scanner) built-in 
threat intelligence database. This database contains only critical IOCs (such as IOCs of ransomware, hacking 

tools, etc.):

Memory Pattern – Cynet detects when a file is loaded into memory and runs unique memory strings associated 
with the malware:

Ransomware Heuristic – Cynet detects behavior that is associated with Ransomware activity (such as changing 
file extensions to “.Crypted”):

Mitre Att&ck Matrix
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CISA catalog of known exploited vulnerabilities

On Nov 3rd, the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) published a catalog for known actively 
exploited vulnerabilities, with currently over 300 listed, and some going back all the way to 2010. 

While this is aimed at US-based companies with a deadline given by CISA for addressing each issue, this catalog
can be used for the greater good.

Our CTI report aims to shed light on ongoing campaigns and vulnerabilities, and with many of the major CVE’s being 
covered in our reports or email publications for customers, we can never cover all of them.

Cynet’s approach has always been for a proactive security team on the client-side. 

We urge you to investigate the catalog and follow instructions given by CISA in case of a match.

If no fix is available, contact the Cynet Cyops team. We will try to mitigate the threat using Cynet until a fix can be issued.

CISA’s catalog can be found here
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Vulnerability Overview
CVE-2021-22205 Exploits “Exiftool”, an image 
processing tool that can be found in every
GitLab instance.

“Exiftool” is used to read, write, and manipulate the 
image, audio, video, and PDF metadata.
When an image is uploaded, Gitlab workhorse will 
pass a file with specific extensions to Exiftool.
By changing the extension of a specially crafted 
file (DJVU is one supported example), attackers can 
manipulate Exiftool to divert the file to a parser, 
which determines the file type based on its content, 
the parser will read specific metadata that is 
inserted into the file by the attacker, resulting in RCE.

Risk Level

Critical

Targeted Assets Threat Actors

GitLab Community and 
Enterprise Editions From 11.9 Various Attackers

Tactic Technique

Initial Access

Execution

T1190 – Exploit public-facing 
application technique

T1059-Command and 
Scripting Interpreter

Mitigations

Patch immediately

Introduction:
“GitLab is an open-source code repository and 
collaborative software development platform for 
large DevOps and DevSecOps projects”

GitLab is widely used worldwide and offers an 
open-source version to GitHub that is owned
by Microsoft.

GitLab RCE Vulnerability
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The source code of the vulnerable function in ExifTool:

Metadata of a POC file, highlighted is the command that will result in RCE.

In line 31, ExifTool does a verification that is responsible for performing security sanitization by removing Perl attributes 
such as variables and arrays.

Then in line 34, ExifTool executes the content using the Eval function.

By inserting a backslash and a new line we can close the quotes thus evaluating the value in between the quotes, 
meaning – running the Perl code.

While the vulnerability has been made public in April 2021, there are still over 55,000 vulnerable servers online.

The vulnerability can also be found in CISA’s actively exploited CVE’s catalog:

GitLab vulnerability exploitation
Cynet has successfully detected and mitigated an attempt to exploit the vulnerability to run a miner on a host.

Telemetry data:

Mitigation
GitLab has addressed the issue in April, read about the advisory and the patched versions here, a hot patch was 
also issued for users who cant currently update their version, it can be found here.

Cynet recommends all the relevant clients update according to GitLab’s advisory.

With the information provided from the telemetry, we could identify the Monero pool that the threat actors 
are currently using:

The number of 69 “workers” refers to 69 infected hosts, threat actors might use several mining pools to better 
spread their activity.

More on Cryptojacking can be found in “Into the cryptoverse”, an article by Cynet on the subject.
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Vulnerability Overview
CVE-2021-3064 was disclosed by the Randori Attack 
team on November 10, 2021, the vulnerability 
applies to versions below 8.1.17 of Palo Alto 
Network firewalls, This vulnerability allows an 
unauthenticated attacker to execute arbitrary 
code with root privileges, the attacker need to 
first gain access to the GlobalProtect Interface, 
this vulnerability has been proven by Randori 
attack team in the POC found here.

Risk Level

Critical

Targeted Assets Threat Actors

GlobalProtect Portal VPN Various Attackers

Tactic Technique

Initial Access

Execution

T1190 – Exploit public-facing 
application technique

T1059-Command and 
Scripting Interpreter

Mitigations

Patch PAN-OS to version 8.1.17 and later PAN-OS versions

Introduction:
GlobalProtect from Palo Alto Network is the
next-gen firewall that is responsible for establishing 
VPN connections, the product has its own Portal 
that is the management service toward the 
GlobalProtect entire infrastructure.

Palo Alto GlobalProtect VPN RCE
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The following Shodan query reveals affected versions:

Mitigation
Palo Alto Networks has addressed this issue and published an official patch, versions above 8.1.17 are not affected
including Prisma Access, also for those organizations that cannot apply mitigations atm PAN has enabled detection 
for the signatures 91820 and 91855 called Threat Preventions, if GlobalProtect is not used, disabling it will mitigate 
this vulnerability completely.
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APPENDIX:
Risk Level

TLP Protocol
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Low

Medium

High

Critical

Color When should it be used? How may it be shared?

TLP:RED

Not for disclosure,
restricted to 

participants only.

Sources may use TLP:RED when information 
cannot be effectively acted upon by additional 
parties, and could lead to impacts on a party's 
privacy, reputation or operations if misused.

Recipients may not share TLP:RED information 
with any parties outside of the specific 

exchange, meeting or conversation in which 
it was originaly disclosed. In the context of 

a meeting, for example, TLP:RED information 
is limited to those present at the meeting. 
in most circumstances, TLP:RED should be 

exchanged verbally or in person.

TLP:AMBER

Limited disclosure, 
restricted to 
participants' 

organizations.

Sources may use TLP:AMBER when 
information requires support to be effectively 

acted upon, yet carries risks to privacy, 
reputation or operations if shared outside of 

the organizations involved.

Recipients may only share TLP:AMBER 
information with members of their own 

organization, and with clients or customers 
who need to know the information to protect 

themselves or prevent further harm.
Sources are at liberty to specify additional 
intended limits of the sharing: these must 

beadhered to.

TLP:GREEN

Limited disclosure, 
restricted to 
community.

Sources may use TLP:GREEN when information 
is useful for the awareness of all participating 
organizations as well as with peers within the 

broader community or sector.

Recipients may share TLP:GREEN information 
with peers and partner organizations within 

their sector or community, but not via 
publicly accessible channels. Information 
in this category can be circulated widely 
within a particular community. TLP:GREEN 

information may not be released outside of 
the community.

TLP:WHITE

Disclosure is not 
limited.

Sources may use TLP:WHITE when information 
carries minimal or no foreseeable risk of 

misuse, in accordance with applicable rules 
and procedures for public release.

Subject to standard copyright rules, TLP:WHITE 
information may be distributed without 

restriction.
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Contact Cynet CyOps

(Cynet Security Operations Center)
Cynet CyOps team of experienced professional security experts is
available for customers concerns, questions and issues on a 24/7 basis.

For additional information, you may contact us directly at:

+1 (347) 474-0048

+44 2032-909051

+972 72-3369736
CyOps Mailbox

soc@cynet.com

CyOps Team Leader

sivanc@cynet.com

CyOps Manager

shirang@cynet.com
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